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Does toluidine blue detect more oral cancer?
Abstracted from
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Question: Does the use of toluidine blue as
an adjunctive tool for visual screening of the
mouth result in the increased detection of oral
premalignant lesions (OPMLs)?

Results In the test group 389 (9.5%) individuals had a positive
screen compared with 322 (8.3%) in the control group. Two oral
cancers were identified out of those with a positive screen presenting
(n=320) for the referral examination from the test group with three oral
cancers out of the 293 in those who complied in the control group.
There were three oral cancers ascertained by the end of the follow-up
among the screen-negatives in each arm (test and control) by the end

Design A randomised controlled trial.

of the followup period. The numbers of OPMLs in each arm of the study

Intervention 28,167 individuals aged 15 years or older who were

are shown in table 1.

invited participate in a screening programme, 17,890 who lacked

Conclusions We demonstrated that using toluidine blue as an

oral habits such as cigarette smoking or chewing betel quid were

adjunctive tool for visual screening can detect significantly more oral

excluded leaving 10,277 eligible individuals. Of these, 2,302 refused

submucous fibrosis and slightly more leukoplakia among high-risk

to participate leaving a sample of 7,975 for randomisation. The test

individuals with habits of cigarette smoking or betel quid chewing as

group gargled with toluidine blue solution while the control group was

compared with visual screening alone.

given a placebo dye of the same colour. Each participant was visually
examined by one of six dentists with additional training. The presence
of any visible lesion in the oral cavity (e.g. abnormal mucosal lesions

Commentary

related to OPMLs and other suspected lesions such as lichen planus,

This paper presents an interesting trial of a possible screening pro-

oral ulcer, hyperkeratosis, candidiasis, etc) was recorded as screen-

gramme for oral cancer in Taiwan. Oral cancers are a significant

positive. The screen-positive participants to a specialist were referred

group of diseases worldwide being the sixth most common cancer

to a specialist for a definite clinical diagnosis within 10 to 14 days, to

and accounting for about 4% of cancers, and in some parts of the

reduce false-positivity, and biopsies were arranged if oral lesions were

world the incidence is increasing.1-2 There is strong evidence that

present. The occurrence of oral cancer, survival status, and causes of

tobacco use, alcohol consumption and betel quid chewing are the

death of the studied participants for the entire cohort was obtained

main risk factors in the aetiology of intraoral cancer.3-4 Despite sig-

from the National Cancer Registry and the National Household Registry

nificant technical advances in the treatment of oral cancer, survival

until the end of 2004.

following a diagnosis of oral cavity or oropharyngeal cancer remains

Outcome measure The number of oral lesions, premalignant or not.

poor with 5-year survival around 50% overall, with only limited
improvement in the past 3 decades.2 The stage of the disease has a

Table 1. Type of oral lesion detected following positive screening

bearing on the outcome of the disease and yet oropharyngeal cancers have relatively ’silent’ symptoms which may not be present dur-

n

%

n

%

rate ratio
(95% confidence
interval)

Negative

55

1.3

59

1.5

0.82 (0.55–1.24)

Non-OPMLs

78

1.9

64

1.6

1.15 (0.79–1.68)

All OPMLs and
malignant lesions

187

4.6

170

4.4

1.05 (0.74–1.41)

Oral submucous fibrosis

41

1.0

22

0.6

1.79 (1.06–3.01)

Homogeneous
leukoplakia

125

3.1

131

3.4

0.79 (0.57–1.09)

should not be offered.

Non-homogeneous
leukoplakia

13

0.3

11

0.3

1.08 (0.48–2.46)

fies around 4.5% of OPMLs. However the differences between the

Erythroplakia

7

0.2

6

0.2

1.07 (0.36–3.22)

test

Control

ing the early stages of the disease, which is a possible explanation
for the fact that stage of disease at diagnosis has not altered in the
past 40 years despite public education.5
For these reasons there is an interest in the early identification
of oral cancer cases yet the case for formal screening programmes
does not meet the criteria established by the UK screening committee (www.screening.nhs.uk/criteria). The UK National Screening
Committee reviewed their policy on oral cancer screening in June
of this year and reaffirmed their previous position that screening
The screening programme presented in the current paper identitest and control dyes are very small for all the lesions apart from
those patients with oral submucous fibrosis. The fact that there is
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oral cancer
little difference between the two dyes raises as many questions as

that require further management, screening may also have poten-

it answers.

tial negative effects. Screening whether on an individual or popula-

The traditional way to measure the utility of a screening test is by

tion perspective is far from perfect , and there are four potential

determining the sensitivity and specificity of the tests. However, sen-

outcomes from any test;

sitivity and specificity data are not presented. Indeed, it is not appar-

• true positive (correctly identified as positive),

ent from the paper whether there were any OPMLs present in those

• true negative (correctly identified as negative

patients who screened negative (i.e. the false negatives). Even though

• false positive (incorrectly identified as positive)

no information is provided on the number of false negative OPMLs,

• false negative (incorrectly identified as negative)

because of the linkage of the screened cohort with the cancer registry
data there is information on the number of oral cancers in this cohort
of patients in both arms of the study. Consequently by using this data

False negatives can provide a false sense of security and perpetuate
bad habits or delay final diagnosis.

it is possible to estimate the sensitivity, specificity, positive and nega-

False positives can cause stress and anxiety and lead to unneces-

tive predictive values and likelihood values for the test and control

sary additional appointments, tests and investigations. From the

dyes in the identification of oral cancer (Table 2 & 3).

data presented we are unable to calculate the false negative proportions for OPMLs but if we consider those in this study who screen

Table 2 Sensitivity and Specificity for Toluidine Blue

positive but are subsequently found to be have no lesions or a nonOPMLs to be negative, then the proportion of false positives was

oral cancer

no cancer

totals

Positive screen

2

387

389

Negative screen

3

3688

3691

agree with the conclusions that toluidine blue dye is more effective

totals

5

4075

4080

than visual screening alone. What I find more interesting is that the

Sensitivity 0.400 Positive predictive value 0.005 Likelihood ratio 4.2
Specificity 0.905 Negative predictive value 0.999

about 42% in each group.
Based on the evidence presented in the paper I find it difficult to

placebo dye is almost as effective. Overall this study, which has been
published since the most recent update of the Cochrane review on
oral cancer screening and the clinical recommendations from the
ADA on oral cancer screening, does little to change my view that

Table 3 Sensitivity and Specificity for placebo dye

formal screening programmes for oral cancer are not a public health
intervention that I would support.

oral cancer

no cancer

totals

Positive screen

3

319

322

Practice points

Negative screen

3

3570

3573

totals

6

3889

3895

• The currently available evidence does not provide support for
population screening programmes for oral cancer.

Sensitivity 0.500 Positive predictive value 0.009 Likelihood ratio 6.1
Specificity 0.918 Negative predictive value 0.999

Derek Richards
Centre for Evidence-based Dentistry, Oxford.

These positive predictive values (PPVs; proportion of people with
the symptom, sign, or test result who develop cancer) for the use
of dyes to detect oral cancer are pretty low – less than 1% . A recent
review6 of positive predictive values for symptoms, signs and nondiagnostic test results for cancer or suspicion of cancer in general
medical care suggest that values for PPVs for cancer should be ≥ 5%.
It should be borne in mind that the aim of this study was to identify OPMLs and not oral cancer per se and it may well be that the
PPVs for identifying OPMLs is higher that 5% indicating that the
test may have some utility. While screening may identify OPMLs
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